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U
shering in a new space age, Virgin Galactic’s billion-
aire CEO Richard Branson on Sunday touched the edge
of space with three employees, including one of Indi-
an-origin, and has landed safely back on Earth. Bran-
son flew aboard his Virgin Galactic’s VSS Unity space-

plane to the edge of space  a little after 10.30 am ET (8 pm India time).
The 70-year-old arrived on a bike at the Spaceport America, the
world’s first purpose-built commercial spaceport located in south-
ern New Mexico. Virgin Galactic’s twin-fuselage WhiteKnight car-
rier aircraft carried the rocket-powered spaceship VSS Unity. Be-
sides Branson, the flight included Beth Moses, chief astronaut in-
structor, Colin Bennett, lead operations engineer, and  Sirisha Band-
la, vice president of government affairs at Virgin Galactic. 

Reaching its high-altitude launch point at about 46,000 feet, the
VSS Unity passenger rocket plane was released from the mother-
ship and fell away as the crew ignited its rocket, sending it streak-
ing straight upward at supersonic speed to the
blackness of space some 86 km high.The
spaceplane’s contrail was clearly visi-
ble from the ground as it soared
through the upper atmosphere to
the cheers of the crowd below. At
the apex of the climb with the
rocket shut down, the crew then
experienced a few minutes of mi-
crogravity, before the spaceplane
shifted into re-entry mode, and be-
gan a gliding descent to a runway back
at the spaceport. The entire flight lasted
about an hour.

MUSK, BEZOS
JOIN THE 
CELEBRATION
While Grammy-nomi-
nated R&B singer

Khalid performed his
forthcoming single
'New Normal' after
the flight, fellow

billionaire Jeff Bezos,
the Amazon online
retail mogul, who had
hoped to fly into space
first aboard his own
space company’s rock-
et, joined millions in
congratulating Branson
on his success flight.
“Congratulations on

the flight,” Bezos said
on Instagram. “Can’t
wait to join the club,”
he added. Joining the
reception was another
billionaire space indus-
try pioneer, Elon Musk,
who is also founder 
of electric carmaker
Tesla Inc 

Richard Branson becomes
1st billionaire to fly to space

The
mission, called

Unity 22, was Virgin
Galactic’s fourth flight

to space carrying
humans, with its largest

crew yet 

A MESSAGE TO KIDS, LOUD
AND CLEAR

I have dreamt of this moment since I was
a kid, but honestly nothing could prepare

you for the view of the Earth from space. To
the next generation of dreamers: if we can do
this, just imagine what you can do
Richard Branson, after completing his
flight

Grand
Slam No
20 for

Djokovic

Novak Djokovic tied
Roger Federer and
Rafael Nadal by
claiming his 20th

Grand Slam title on Sunday, coming
back to beat Matteo Berrettini 6-7 (4),

6-4, 6-4, 6-3 in the Wimbledon final. The
No 1-ranked Djokovic earned a third consecutive champi-
onship at the All England Club and sixth overall. He adds
that to nine titles at the Australian Open, three at the US
Open and two at the French Open to equal his two rivals for
the most majors won by a man in tennis history.

HISTORY SCRIPTED! 

A
merican tennis player of 
Indian-origin Samir Banerjee lifted
the Wimbledon boys singles title with
a straight set win over compatriot

Victor Lilov. Playing only his second junior Grand
Slam, the 17-year-old won 7-5 6-3 in the final
that lasted for one hour 22 minutes. 

INDIA, NOT FAR  BEHIND 
Samir Banerjee lifts

Wimbledon boys singles title 

Banerjee's 
parents had

moved to America
in the 1980s 

EURO 20: IT’S ROME
ALL THE WAY

A
long wait ended at
Wembley Stadium in
London on Sunday when
Gianluigi Donnarumma

dived to his left to save the decisive
spot-kick by Bukayo Saka as Azzurri beat
England in the penalties to win their first
Euro Championship since 1968. 

Italy has earned 34 million euros 
(`300 crore) in prize money  for win-
ning this year's European
Championship. England will get
30.25 million euros (`267 crore) as
runners up. Each of the 24 teams
was guaranteed a basic 9.25 million
euros ($11 million), with bonuses for
wins and draws in the group stage
and for advancing through each
knockout round

Devotee-less Rath Yatra
begins amid Covid protocols

President Ram Nath Kovind and
Prime Minister Narendra Modi
greeted the nation on Monday,
as a devotee-less rath yatra,
for the second straight year,
began amid curfew in view of
the coronavirus pandemic. The
three chariots— Lord
Balabhadra's Taladwaja, Lord
Jagannath's Nadighosh and
Devi Subhadras Darpadalan,
rolled on the Grand road of
Puri, with the help of the
sevayats (the servitors of the
Lord), under the supervision of
local administration. The 15-
day long festival will conclude
on July 23 with the Niladri
Bijee ritual, which is the return
of the trinity to the main 
temple

P
rime Minister Narendra Modi has urged people to nominate their choice of
people, who are doing exceptional work at the grassroots, for Padma awards.
"India has many talented people, who are doing exceptional work at the
grassroots. Often, we don’t see or hear much of them. Do you know such

inspiring people? You can nominate them for the #PeoplesPadma. Nominations are open
till 15th September," PM Modi tweeted.

 The Padma Awards are one of
the highest civilian honours of
India, announced annually on the
eve of Republic Day. The Awards
are given in three categories:
Padma Vibhushan (for exceptional
and distinguished service),
Padma Bhushan (distinguished
service of higher order) and Padma Shri (distinguished service). 
 The award seeks to recognise achievements in all fields of activ-
ities or disciplines, where an element of public service is involved.

Suggest names of inspiring people for
Padma awards: PM Modi to citizens

CHOOSE YOUR HERO AND BE A PART #PEOPLESPADMA INITIATIVE.
SHARE YOR ENTRIES AT TOINIE175@GMAIL.COM

I consider myself (the) best and I believe that I am
the best, otherwise I wouldn't be talking confidently
about winning Slams and making history. But

whether I'm the greatest of all time or not, I leave that
debate to other people. I said before that it's very difficult to
compare the eras of tennis. But I am extremely hon-
oured to definitely be part of the conversation
NOVAK DJOKOVIC

MORE 
ON 
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The 34-year-old from Serbia is now the
only man since Rod Laver in 1969 to
win the first three major tournaments
in a season. He can now aim for a cal-
endar-year Grand Slam to emulate Don
Budge (1938) and Rod Laver (1962 and
1969) in winning all the four Grand
Slam tournaments in a single season



You don’t have to see the whole staircase. Just take the
first step.

-Martin Luther King Jr
FOCUS. LEARN. MASTER
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A LOOK AT HOW PEOPLE DEAL WITH ANXIETY

TAKE RESPONSIBILITY FOR ACTIONS BREAK PATTERNS

The defence mechanisms as
given by Sigmund Freud
� Unconscious 
protective devices
that save us from
being overwhelmed
by anxiety

� Invented by the
ego in an attempt to
solve the conflict
between id and superego

IMAGES SOURCED FOR ILLUSTRATIVE PURPOSE AND BETTER UNDERSTANDING FROM GOOGLE IMAGES

OBJECTIVE:
TO BE AWARE OF
THE INEFFECTIVE

COPING STRATEGIES
USED DURING 

STRESS

DEFENCE

MECHANISMS   

DEFENCE
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THE MAKING AND WORKING OF THE DEVICE

Four  flex sensors are placed 
on a glove and attached to the
four fingers. 

An MPU 6050 gyroscope is also
attached to the glove to detect the
orientation of the hand. These sen-
sors measure the movement of the

fingers and palm and according to

the respective bending angle value,
the Arduino Uno (microcontroller
board) analyses which set of values
represents which symbol. 

It then transfers the appropriate
outcome value to the Android app via
bluetooth, which then displays and
forms audio sentences.

THE SCIENTIFIC PRINCIPLE
FLEX SENSING - A flex sensor or bend

sensor measures the angle of 
deflection or bending of the fingers and

thumb. Usually, the sensor is stuck to
the surface, and resistance of the sensor

element is varied by bending the 
surface. Since the resistance is directly

proportional to the angle of the bend 
it is used as a goniometer, and often

called a flexible potentiometer.

GYROSCOPE – Is a device
that can measure and main-
tain the orientation and 
angular velocity of an object.
It measures the tilt and later-
al orientation of the object.
Measured in degrees per sec-
ond, angular velocity is the
change in the rotational angle
of the object per unit of time.

MATERIAL USED
� A3.7 volt rechargeable battery
� Arduino Uno
� A normal glove 
� Flex sensor
� MPU 6050 gyroscope module 
� A charging jack 
� Thin wires
� A switch or button
� Bluetooth Module
� 4 Resistors of 10 kilo ohm

CLASS: Class XII, ISC SUBJECT: Psychology
CHAPTER: Stress and Stress Management

Stress is derived from the
Latin word ‘stringere’
which means to draw

tight. Hans Selye used the
term stress in its present con-
text and defined it as "non-
specific response of the body
to any demand for change." 

Stress in everyday life is
common and there is
no way to escape
from it. Our
psychological
social and physi-
cal well being
is highly
dependent on
how we cope
with stress.

COPING is 
a person's 
unique, dynamic 

situation-specific response to
stress. It's targeted at reduc-
ing anxiety and stress reduc-
ing feelings directed towards
problem solving.

Usually people do manage
stressful situations and allevi-
ate anxiety temporarily. Some
use effective strategies but
many others do not and it’s

these ineffective meth-
ods that often

end up causing
more prob-

lems than
solving

them. Let's take
a look at some
common but

ineffective
strategies used to

overcome stress.

Properties of Defence Mechanism
� Deny or distort reality in some way

� Operate in an unconscious level to protect against anxiety

� Marked by impulsiveness

Charlotte Raj,
Psychology Teacher &

Counsellor, The
Hyderabad Public

School, Begumpet,
Hyderabad

BECOMING MORE SELF AWARE

COMMON DEFENCE MECHANISMS

DISPLACEMENT
When negative feelings

are displaced on to
another, less 

threatening subject at
the slightest trigger

PROJECTION
Projection is a psycho-
logical defence mecha-
nism proposed by Anna
Freud in which an 
individual attributes
unwanted thoughts, 
feelings and motives
onto another person.

DENIAL
� Denial is the refusal to
accept reality or fact,
acting as if a painful
event, thought or feeling
did not exist while being
apparent to others.
� It is considered one of
the most primitive
because it is characteris-
tic of early childhood
development

REGRESSION
Regression func-
tions as form of

retreat, enabling a
person to 

psychologically go
back in time to a
period when the 

person felt safer. REPRESSION
Repression is the 
unconscious blocking of
unacceptable thoughts,
feelings and impulses.

SUBLIMATION
� Dealing with emotional
stressors by using the
energy in constructive
activities
� Channelling negative
urges and impulses into
positive, socially-accept-
able behaviour

SMART
GLOVE

FOR THE
SPEECH

IMPAIRED
WOULDN’T IF BE WONDERFUL IF WE 
COULD ‘HEAR’ A SPEECH IMPAIRED 

PERSON ‘SPEAK’ IN SIGN LANGUAGE?

I want it to be an everyday gadget for the speech impaired, as an extension of 
the body like any normal device.”

O
ver 30 million speech impaired people around the
globe rely on sign language as a means of com-
munication. But sign language isn’t understood by

all and hence this community of people faces many
problems while communicating with others. This project
aims to help the deaf and dumb community interact with
others. 

The main aim is to convert
basic symbols that represent
the short sentences that are
used by the speech impaired,
into recognisable speech. This
gadget speaks
more than
29 languages
and more
than 200 sen-
tences; there is
no limit of words.
This device can be
used in hospitals too.

Ayush Bamaniya, student, Kendriya Vidyalaya, IMA, Dehradun. Guide teachers- Monika Arya & Piyush Nigam


